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BMW picks solid-state lidar
for autonomous projects

BMW will be using solidstate lidar for upcoming
autonomous vehicle production platforms.
This high-resolution
lidar technology generates a 3D point cloud in
real time of the surroundings, even in direct sunlight, varying weather
and multi-lidar environments. And it provides a
computer vision software
stack and algorithms to
let 3D vision give critical
driving insights.
The technology comes
from Magna and Innoviz
Technologies and the
contract is one of the first
in the automotive industry to include solid-state
lidar for serial production.
While Magna has
demonstrated a complete
autonomous platform, it
can also provide various
building blocks of the
overall system, as in this
case with BMW.
“We value the opportunity to support a premier
brand such as BMW with
our innovative technolo-

gies in sensors and systems,” said Kelei Shen,
president of Magna Electronics. “Our strong system
capability
and
expertise at the fundamental vehicle architecture level gives us the
ability to provide scalability for different levels
of autonomy.”
Lidar, Magna’s Icon
radar and other sensors
within its Max 4 platform
provide a base for OEM
products and mobility
platforms.
“BMW is setting a high
standard in autonomous
vehicles development,
and their vote of confidence in our lidar demon-

strates how advanced our
technology is,” said Omer
Keilaf, CEO of Innoviz.
“The Innoviz and Magna
teams collaborated to
meet BMW requirements
in quality and validation
plans, and functional
safety. Automakers have
been looking for a lidar
technology provider to
deliver to the mass market, and we are proud to
see our product coming to
series production.”
Last year, Magna unveiled the Max 4 integrated, customisable and
scalable platform that can
enable level-four autonomous driving for urban
and highway use.
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Deutsche Beteiligungs
has acquired MEN Mikro
Elektronik and plans to
merge it with its subsidiary Duagon Holding
to focus on automatic
safety systems and technology trends such as autonomous driving.
The two companies expect their complementary
product range and expertise as well as sales structures to help them as
manufacturers of safe
computer and communications in critical embedded applications.
The previous investor
of MEN, HQ Equita, has
decided to sell MEN
Mikro Elektronik with its
subsidiaries in China,
France and the USA to
Deutsche Beteiligungs.
“We are pleased with
the new perspectives that
the merger of MEN and
Duagon opens up for both
companies,” said Markus
Dilger, CEO of Duagon.
“For Duagon, these include access to MEN’s
hardware expertise, for
example in terms of reliability standards, and to
new markets such as
aerospace and medical.”
MEN founder Manfred
Schmitz will retain his
shares in MEN and will
remain available to the
company as a shareholder
and as a member of the
board of directors of the
new group.
Vehicle Electronics

“We look forward to
working with Duagon
and are confident that this
merger will create a market-leading company for
complete computing and
communications hard-

ware and software for
safety-critical markets,”
said Bernd Härtlein, former CEO of MEN. “With
Duagon’s expertise, this
will initially mean an
even stronger focus on

the rail market, but it is
important to us to continue expanding MEN’s
existing focus markets
such as industrial automation, avionics or power
and energy.”

Ram and Verizon telematics partnership

Ram Commercial has selected Verizon Connect for its factory-fit
telematics software on select commercial vehicles. This telematics and
mobile workforce management software platform should help users save
money, increase driving safety and improve operations by providing
critical information that businesses of any size can use to optimise their
fleets.
“Combining a high-quality, reliable Ram truck experience with
improved end-customer and employee experience is a game changer for a
fleet business of any size,” said Susan Heystee, senior vice president at
Verizon Connect. “This technology can give businesses the tools to make
a significant impact on their productivity, efficiency and bottom line.”
The service will be available this year as a factory-fit feature on new
Ram lorries and can also be installed on select 2015 model year and
newer light-duty, heavy-duty and chassis cab lorries. Ram Telematics will
also be available on Ram ProMaster and ProMaster City commercial
vans later in 2018.
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Ahola and Scania
test platooning

Finnish company Ahola
Transport has become
Scania’s first customer to
test semi-autonomous
lorry platooning on public
roads.
The partnership will
also focus on developing
other transport technologies related to driver assistance.
Ahola will use Scania
lorries and technology on
Finnish motorways to test
semi-autonomous platooning formations with
three or more connected
lorries. During these tests,
there will be drivers in all
the lorries. However, the
driver in the first lorry
will control the entire platoon with the following
lorries
driven
autonomously.
To deploy transport
technologies
broadly,
public acceptance and
legislation need to be developed in parallel. Trials
in actual traffic situations
and varying weather conditions are therefore essential.
“For us it is important
to enhance our drivers’
work situation with help
of new technology,” said
Hans Ahola, CEO of
Ahola Transport. “The
plan also helps us meet
customer expectations for
faster deliveries and environmental targets. Our association with Scania
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started with the first truck
back in 1959 and we are
pleased to extend cooperation.”
Driver assistance functions will enable on-time
delivery through optimised route planning and
speeds for improved
transport efficiency. In
addition to the positive
environmental effects of
an improved traffic flow,
the lower drag achieved
through platooning reduces fuel consumption
and thereby carbon emissions.
These technologies also
have the potential to enhance the role of the
driver. Since the lead
lorry controls the platoon,

Luxoft chips in on Autosar Adaptive

Platooning test on Finnish road

drivers in following lorries can, for example, perform administrative tasks.
With more flexible regulations for driving time
and rest periods, this
could open increased opportunities for longhaulage drivers to return
home instead of sleeping
in the lorry.
“Ahola Transport is a
progressive company that

has embraced digitalisation to optimise its transport operations and route
planning,” said Anders
Dewoon, director of new
business at Scania. “With
partners such as Ahola
Transport, we can together test new technologies that will form part of
a future transport ecosystem and verify that it is
both effective and safe.”

Luxoft has joined the Autosar Consortium to help
develop a reference implementation for the
adaptive platform. The
move is part of the consortium’s push to develop
a running code base for
the platform that is accessible by all members to
speed up acceptance and
deployment.
Luxoft is building reference platforms for two
areas of the platform: digital cockpit and in-vehicle
infotainment including
adas and autonomous
driving.
Both will be available

on open source.
“The introduction of
new software frameworks
in general and Autosar
Adaptive in particular
will help car makers shift
towards more agile, flexible and collaborative
ways of working in multisupplier environments,”
said Kai Richter, senior
technical director at Luxoft. “When the standards
are in place, these reference platforms will help
car manufacturers and
tier-one suppliers adapt
and align their products
with the adaptive platform more quickly.”

The adaptive platform
lets OEMs flexibly integrate software from multiple sources and means
they are less reliant on
specific hardware and
lower-level
software
stacks. OEMs can also
control the overall software integration process.
“The speed of software
development in highly
automated driving, V2X
applications, vehicle in
the cloud and increased
connectivity means there
is a real need for scalable
and safety-critical software standards,” said
Richter. “These reference

platforms will deliver
supply chain cost savings
for semiconductors and
software and operating
system vendors, freeing
up resources for the pursuit of new business.”
• Luxoft has launched
LuxTrace, an improved
web-based version of
TraceAnalyzer 4.0, a timing analysis tool for visualising system timing in
terms of the constituent
ECUs, controllers, processors, buses and networks, which processes
large traces up to ten
times faster than the previous version.

Aptiv launches 30 self-driving cars in Vegas

Mobility technology firm
Aptiv has launched a fleet
of 30 autonomous vehicles in Las Vegas on the
Lyft network.
These vehicles will
operate on Aptiv’s integrated autonomous driving platform and be made
available to the public in
partnership with Lyft. On
an opt-in basis, passengers will have the ability
to hail a self-driving vehicle equipped with Aptiv
technology to and from
high-demand locations.
This partnership is a
multiyear agreement and

a step towards generating
revenue for Aptiv’s autonomous driving business. Both companies
will use Aptiv’s connected services and Lyft’s
ride-hailing experience to
provide insights on selfdriving fleet operations
and management.
“With Aptiv’s autonomous driving technology deployed throughout Las Vegas and accessible through the Lyft
app, a wide range of consumers will be able to
share the experience of
autonomous vehicles in a

complex urban environment,” said Kevin Clark,
Aptiv chief executive officer. “More importantly,
the resulting knowledge
and data will allow us to
further refine our autonomous driving capabilities and strengthen our
portfolio of industry-leading active safety.”
This is an expansion of
the partnership launched
in Las Vegas during this
year’s Consumer Electronics Show.
As at CES, vehicles will
be operated by trained
safety drivers.
Vehicle Electronics
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Mercedes-AMG opts for
driver-in-motion simulation
Mercedes-AMG
has
chosen the recently developed DiM250 (driver-inmotion) motion platform
designed by VI-Grade
and engineered and manufactured by Saginomiya.
The driving simulator,
equipped with an AMG
car cockpit, will be installed at the Mercedes
site in Affalterbach,
B ad en - W ü rt t em berg,
Germany, in the second
half of 2018 and will be
used to optimise virtually
the dynamic behaviour of
all passenger vehicles developed and marketed by
Mercedes-AMG.
“We are extremely excited to report the installation of our new
DiM250 driving simulation technology at Mercedes-AMG,”
said

DiM250 dynamic driving simulation technology

Juergen Fett, managing
director of VI-Grade.
“We are looking forward
to a continuous collaboration with MercedesAMG,
which
has
successfully used our VIgrade software for several
years already.”
Mercedes visited VIgrade’s SimCenter in

Udine, Italy, several times
before it decided to use
the DiM technology.
It tried the technology
on the Nordschleife circuit with a professional
driver on an outgoing car
project in the development phase.
“One of the main aspects that led to our deci-

Ansys acquires Optis to improve simulation
With the acquisition of
optical simulation firm
Optis, Ansys says it now
delivers the industry’s
most
comprehensive
package for simulating
autonomous vehicles.
Adding Optis’ optical
sensor and closed-loop,
real-time simulation to
Ansys’
multi-physics
portfolio has created a
toolset for validating the
safety and reliability of
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autonomous vehicles.
A provider of software
for scientific simulation
of light, human vision
and physics-based visualisation, Optis delivers
physics-based
optical
simulation.
This means Ansys’ capabilities now span the
simulation of all sensors,
including lidar, cameras
and radar; multi-physics
simulation of physical

and electronic components; analysis of systems
functional safety; and automated development of
safety-certified embedded
software.
This functionality can
be integrated into a
closed-loop environment
that
interacts
with
weather and traffic simulators, enabling thousands
of driving scenarios to be
executed virtually.

sion to adopt the driving
simulator DiM250 was
that our driver was able to
reproduce almost the
same lap time on the simulator as in reality,” said
Tobias Moers, CEO of
Mercedes-AMG. “We
will use DiM250 primarily for vehicle dynamics
applications, therefore
evaluating and optimising
the performance of our
cars not only on proving
grounds and racing circuits, but also on the simulator earlier in the
process.”
To reproduce vehicle
movements and accelerations, the DiM takes a different path into driving
simulation and is based
on a patented design that
has nine actuators. The
resulting nine degrees of
freedom configuration
lets designers go beyond
the basic six actuators design of a simple hexapod,
providing a larger workspace while maintaining
high stiffness.
This leads to a system
suitable for low as well as
for high frequencies, as
appearing in automotive
chassis design. Therefore,
the DiM platform lets
users investigate both vehicle dynamics and ride
and comfort on the same
motion platform.
Vehicle Electronics
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Siemens combines Tass
and Mentor technologies

Siemens has combined
autonomous driving technologies from recent
acquisitions Tass and
Mentor Graphics .
The Tass PreScan simulation environment produces highly realistic,
physics-based simulated
raw sensor data for an unlimited number of potential driving scenarios,
traffic situations and
other parameters. The
data from PreScan’s simulated lidar, radar and
camera sensors are then
fed
into
Mentor’s
DRS360 platform, where
they are fused in real time
to create a high-resolution
model of the vehicle’s environment and driving
conditions.
Users can then leverage
the DRS360 platform’s
perception resolution and
processing to test and refine proprietary algorithms for critical tasks
such as object recognition
and driving policy.
“Automakers
are
quickly realising that
physical prototypes and
road testing alone cannot
reproduce the multitude
of complex driving scenarios self-driving cars
will encounter,” said Jan
Leuridan, senior vice
president at Siemens
PLM Software. “In fact,
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many of the deadliest scenarios are impossible to
reproduce, while others
are so dangerous to reproduce that ethics preclude
pre-testing. It is clear that
the near-term commercial
availability of fully autonomous vehicles is
highly dependent on advanced, physics-based
simulation technologies,
where Siemens is setting
the pace for the larger
worldwide automotive industry.”
Siemens is working
with manufacturers of
lidar, radar and vision
sensing products to develop physics-based, 3D

simulated versions of specific sensor modules.
Compatible with the
Siemens toolchain, the
simulated sensors are attuned using detailed design information from
sensor suppliers, and validated using real-world
measurement data for optimal accuracy.
A key sensor partner is
Cepton Technologies, a
Silicon Valley company
notable for its long-range,
small-footprint lidar sensors. Additional sensor
partners will be announced later this year.
“Simulation technology
is increasingly valuable to

developers of automated
vehicles as they face
mounting pressures to
speed development, validation and performance
of their AV solutions,”
said
Phil
Magney,
founder and principal for
AV researcher VSI Labs.
“Siemens now offers simulation for each stage in
the development process
from sensors, to processors, to sub-systems, to
the entire vehicle. Having
a greater scope in simulation offers Siemens the
ability to play a leading
role in the validation and
verification of automated
vehicles.”

Volvo sets up technology fund

Volvo Cars has launched
a fund for investing in
high-potential technology
start-ups around the
globe.
The Volvo Cars Tech
Fund plans to invest in
strategic
technology
trends that are transforming the industry, such as
artificial
intelligence,
electrification,
autonomous driving and
digital mobility services.
The first strategic investment is part of a seed
round for a California
firm developing sensors.
Zaki Fasihuddin, a

Volvo VP, has been appointed CEO of the Volvo
Cars Tech Fund.
“We seek to invest in
companies that can provide us with strategic access to new technologies,
capabilities and talent,”
said Fasihuddin. “By sup-

porting promising young
firms at the forefront of
technological development and providing them
with both capital and
strategic value, we aim to
strengthen our role in the
industry’s technological
transformation.”

Zaki
Fasihuddin:
“We seek
to invest.”
Vehicle Electronics

Deepscale’s deep neural network software detects
vehicles, pedestrians and objects of significance
for automated driving, using low-power
automotive-grade chips

Deepscale raises $15m for
deep learning development
Deepscale, which is developing deep learning
perception software for
use in mass-produced automated vehicles, has
closed a $15m series A
funding investment led by
Point 72 and Next 47.
The US firm is using
deep neural networks
(DNNs) on small, lowcost, automotive-grade
sensors and processors to
transform the accuracy of
perception
systems,
which interpret and classify sensor data in real
time for automated vehicles.
The funding will enable
the expansion of Deepscale’s engineering team
and technology advancements and, ultimately,
will support the company’s mission to help
make self-driving vehicles and roads safer.
“One of our core objectives is to drastically reduce the number of
Vehicle Electronics

deaths and injuries on the
road,” said Forrest Iandola, co-founder and
CEO of Deepscale. “The
company’s series A funding will not only empower our engineering
team to continue to make
breakthroughs in automated driving safety, but
will also help us attract
the brightest talent in the
industry to transform the
future of transportation.”
Iandola attained a doctorate at UC Berkeley
working on deep neural
networks and computer
vision systems. While
working with his faculty
advisor, and now cofounder, Kurt Keutzer, his
advances in scalable
training and efficient implementations of deep
neural networks led to the
founding of Deepscale.
“We’ve been following
Forrest Iandola’s research
on efficient deep learning
for a number of years,”

said Sri Chandrasekar, director at Point 72. “Forrest’s inventions, such as
a small DNN called
Squeeze Net, have already been a gamechanger for putting deep
learning onto smartphones. When we heard
that Forrest had started a
company to put small
DNNs into mass-produced cars, we jumped at
the opportunity to get involved.”
Deepscale has a number
of strategic partnerships
with tier-one suppliers,
OEMs and semiconductor suppliers to provide
automated driving perception, including Visteon and Hella-Aglaia

Mobile Vision.
“Machine learning will
be the key driver for autonomous driving,” said
Kay Talmi, managing director of Hella-Aglaia
Mobile Vision. “Deepscale’s core know-how in
efficient deep learning
networks is a perfect fit
for Hella-Aglaia’s automotive applications and
target markets.”
Additional series A
funding was provided by
existing investor Autotech Ventures and
Trucks Venture Capital.
Previous seed investors
included Andy Bechtolsheim, Ali Partovi, LipBu Tan and Jerry Yang’s
AME Cloud Ventures.

Perforce Software acquires PRQA

Perforce Software has acquired Programming Research (PRQA), whose
family of static code
analysers assess software
reliability, security and
compliance.
This is Perforce’s fourth
acquisition in the past two
years, and its first under
Clearlake’s ownership,
announced in January.
“With this latest acquisition, we continue delivering on our strategy to
offer more capabilities
that improve devops
pipeline performance for
enterprise development
teams,” said Janet Dryer,
Perforce CEO.
PRQA’s software is
used by organisations

whose products need to
perform securely and reliably in mission critical
and safety critical environments, including automotive. Users can realise
faster time to market due
to the technology’s scale
and accuracy in automated inspection of
source code.
“PRQA has been at the
forefront of code quality
management for over 30
years,” said Paul Blundell, PRQA CEO. “We
have some of the world’s
top experts in code analysis, and our products help
our customers develop
high-quality code more
reliably and at a faster
pace.”
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NextDroid picks RTI for connectivity

Autonomous vehicle and
robotics firm NextDroid
has selected Real Time
Innovations (RTI) Connext DDS as the connectivity framework for its
self-driving
vehicles.
NextDroid is developing
autonomous automotive
and maritime systems.
The firm is using RTI’s
technology as part of a
modular software architecture that enables real-

time processing of sensor
data across a distributed
computing platform.
Connext DDS provides
the framework to communicate between nodes
within the autonomous
car. Balancing the communications requirements
of a multitude of subsystems is critical to ensuring that information
moves
seamlessly
throughout the vehicle.

Connext DDS provides
the tools to make such a
complex system practical.
“Robotics and automation capabilities are becoming a requirement for
most industries,” said
Daniel Gandhi, director
of autonomous vehicles at
NextDroid. “We look to
RTI Connext DDS to provide our connectivity.
Fielding autonomous vehicles to consumers re-

VW tests autonomous parking

Volkswagen is testing autonomous parking at Hamburg Airport in a
project that is part of a mobility partnership between the car maker and
the city of Hamburg.
The idea is that drivers leave their car at the entrance to the car park
and the car looks for a parking space and parks autonomously. The pilot
project shows how this is possible.
In a multi-storey car park near the terminal of Hamburg Airport,
experts are testing autonomous parking with Volkswagen, Audi and
Porsche vehicles. The project aims to develop Hamburg as a model city
for urban mobility.
The target is for the first customers to be able to test the autonomous
parking service at the beginning of the next decade.
“People spend around 30 per cent of their driving time in urban areas
looking for a parking space,” said Johann Jungwirth, chief digital officer
of the Volkswagen Group. “Autonomous parking like we are testing here
at Hamburg Airport is an important step on the way to autonomous
driving as an integrated full-service concept via an app.”
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quires not only performance and flexibility, but
safety, security and reliability to deploy at scale.”
RTI manages the full
scope of messaging in
NextDroid’s autonomous
systems. The distributed
computing architecture
requires a form of seamless connectivity where
software modules can
freely move around computational resources as
the system evolves.
The data passing between the modules are
varied. Sensor data within
NextDroid’s systems are
often high bandwidth,
and require timely delivery to multiple nodes.
This is intermingled
with control signals and
event-based messages,
which have differing requirements on bandwidth,
latency and reliability. A
guarantee is needed that
messages will be delivered quickly and efficiently, from sensors,
through software modules, to controllers.

Infineon joint venture

Via believes it can speed licence-plate recognition

Via rugged computer
recognises licence plates

Rohm has received certification for its development process under the
ISO 26262 functional
safety standard for automotive products by thirdparty authority TÜV
Rheinland in Germany.
This lets Rohm develop
automotive-grade devices
that achieve Asil-D.

Via Technologies is using
rugged computer vision
to enable the automatic
detection and recognition
of licence plates in real
time or from recorded
footage.
The Taiwanese company displayed the Mobile 360 at last month’s
ISC West in Las Vegas.
Powered by the Nvidia
Jetson TX2 module, this
AI-driven edge computing system collects licence plate data with
high-quality
images,
timestamps and GPS coordinates from up to four
cameras.
Its licence-plate application uses an algorithm
that detects up to ten
plates per frame, enabling
the instant identification
of stolen vehicles, trafficrule
violators,
fine
evaders and criminal suspects by law enforcement
and government agencies.
It can operate in buses,
police cars and other pub-
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Rohm certificate

lic service vehicles, and
provides multiple hardware
and
software
customisation options, including HD digital video
recording, remote wireless monitoring and
seamless cloud database
integration.
The system can also be
used by commercial operators of parking lots,
petrol stations, toll roads
and other facilities to
enhance the efficiency
and security of their operations by automating
vehicle
authorisation,
payment and monitoring
processes.
“The Via Mobile 360 licence plate recognition
system enables law enforcement and city authorities to improve
public safety and manage
traffic flows more effectively by making it easy
to add smart eyes to their
vehicles,” said Richard
Brown, Via’s VP of international marketing.

SAIC Motor and Infineon
Technologies have set up
a joint venture to manufacture power modules
for the electric vehicle
market in China.
SAIC holds a 51 per
cent stake in the venture
and Infineon the rest. The
partners have received all
approvals by public authorities.
The venture is named
SIAPM and is headquartered in Shanghai; its
manufacturing facility resides in Infineon’s site ex-

pansion in Wuxi. Volume
production is scheduled
to start in the second half
of 2018.
The venture will focus
on frame-based HybridPack modules for the
Chinese market. First
generation automotive
frame-based IGBT modules within the HybridPack
family
were
introduced by Infineon in
2006 and are widely used
in plug-in hybrid and full
electric vehicles worldwide.

VW Touareg sees at night

The latest Touareg is the
first Volkswagen model
with night-vision assist. A
thermal image camera at
the front registers infrared radiation to detect
people or animals, and
warn the driver.
The camera can register
objects such as standing,
non-concealed pedestrians, cyclists and larger
wild animals at 10 to
130m in front of the car.
Once they reach a defined
corridor or if people can
enter this corridor due to

their trajectory, the driver
is alerted via a screen on
the instrument panel.
Outside the corridor,
passers-by and animals
are highlighted in yellow.
If they traverse certain
boundaries, the figures
become red.
The display is not activated unless danger is detected and at speeds
exceeding 50km/h. At
speeds of less than
50km/h, a red warning
signal lights up in the instrument panel.

The panel highlights pedestrians at night
May 2018, Page 10
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Uber
lessons

Amnon Shashua
looks at sensors
and other adas
technology in the
wake of the tragic
Uber autonomous
driving accident
Page 11, May 2018

S

ociety expects autonomous
vehicles to be held to a
higher standard than human
drivers. Following the recent
tragic death of Elaine Herzberg
after being hit by a self-driving
Uber car operating in autonomous
mode in Arizona, it feels like the
right moment to make a few
observations around the meaning
of safety with respect to sensing

and decision making.
First, the challenge of
interpreting sensor information.
The video released by the police
seems to demonstrate that even
the most basic building block of
an autonomous vehicle, the ability
to detect and classify objects, is a
challenging task. Yet this
capability is at the core of today’s
advanced driver assistance
Vehicle Electronics

systems (adas), which include
features such as automatic
emergency braking and lane
keeping support.
It is the high-accuracy sensing
systems inside adas that are
saving lives today, proven over
billions of kilometres driven. It is
this same technology that is
required, before tackling even
tougher challenges, as a
Vehicle Electronics

foundational element of fully
autonomous vehicles of the future.
To demonstrate the power and
sophistication of today’s adas
technology, we ran software on a
video feed coming from a TV
monitor running the police video
of the incident. Despite the
suboptimal conditions, where
much of the high dynamic range
data that would be present in the

actual scene were likely lost, clear
detection was achieved
approximately one second before
impact.
The images in Fig. 1 show three
snapshots with bounding box
detections on the bicycle and
Herzberg.
The detections come from two
separate sources: pattern
recognition, which generates the
May 2018, Page 12
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Fig. 1: Images from a video feed watching a TV monitor showing the clip released by the police. The
overlaid graphics show an adas system response. The green and white bounding boxes are outputs
from the bicycle and pedestrian detection modules. The horizontal graph shows the boundary
between the roadway and physical obstacles, known as free space.
bounding boxes, and a free-space
detection module, which
generates the horizontal graph
where the red colour section
indicates a road user is present
above the line.
A third module separates objects
from the roadway using structure
from motion – in technical terms:
plane plus parallax.
This validates the 3D presence
of the detected object that had a
low confidence as depicted by
“fcvValid: Low”, which is
displayed in the upper left side of
the screen. This low confidence
occurred because of the missing
information normally available in
a production vehicle and the lowquality imaging setup from taking
a video of a video from a dashcam that was subjected to some
unknown down-sampling.
The software being used for this
experiment is the same as
included in today’s adas-equipped
vehicles, which have been proven
over billions of kilometres in the
hands of consumers.
Recent developments in
artificial intelligence, such as deep
neural networks, have led many to
believe that it is now easy to
Page 13, May 2018

develop a highly accurate object
detection system and that the
decade-plus experience of
incumbent computer vision
experts should be discounted. This
dynamic has led to many new
entrants in the field.
While these techniques are
helpful, the legacy of identifying
and closing hundreds of corner
cases, annotating data sets of tens
of millions of kilometres, and
going through challenging
preproduction validation tests on
dozens of production adas
programmes, cannot be skipped.
Experience counts, particularly in
safety-critical areas.
The second observation is about
transparency. Everyone says that
safety is our most important
consideration, but we believe that
to gain public trust, we must be
more transparent about the
meaning of this statement.
Decision-making must comply
with the common sense of human
judgement. We laid out a
mathematical formalism of
common sense notions such as
“dangerous situation” and “proper
response” and built a system to
guarantee compliance

mathematically to these
definitions.
The third observation is about
redundancy. True redundancy of
the perception system must rely
on independent sources of
information: camera, radar and
lidar. Fusing them together is
good for comfort of driving but is
bad for safety. To show that we
obtain true redundancy, we built a
separate end-to-end camera-only
system and a separate lidar and
radar-only system.
More incidents such as the Uber
one could do further harm to
already fragile consumer trust and
spur reactive regulation that could
stifle this important work. The
time to have a meaningful
discussion on a safety validation
framework for fully autonomous
vehicles is now.
Amnon
Shashua is
chief executive
officer and
chief
technology
officer of Intelsubsidiary
Mobileye
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CAN THE CAN
Chris Quigley, David Charles and
Richard McLaughlin explore the use of
Can bus message electrical signatures for
automotive reverse engineering

I

n many applications there is a
need to reverse engineer the
Can, such as automotive
competitor analysis, telematics
such as fleet management and
disabled driver applications.
The typical reverse engineering
process is concerned with moving
a sensor and watching the Can bus
for message changes. For
example, wind down a door
window and see if this kicks off
changes in Can message data.
Many Can buses have messages
originating from many ECUs.
This means it is difficult to watch
all at the same time. It would be
easier if it was possible to watch a
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smaller number of Can messages
to observe changes by isolating
the ECUs from which the
messages originate.
A process that lets the user
identify which Can messages are
transmitted by a particular ECU
is achieved by getting the
electrical signature of each Can
message and matching known
Can messages with unknown
ones. Therefore, the transmitting
ECU of the unknown Can
messages can be determined.
The method for determining
which identifiers come from a
particular ECU is first to get
electrical signature plots of

known diagnostic response
messages and compare with
electrical signature plots of the
real-time control messages.

Signature
A Can message electrical
signature is largely unique for
messages sent by an ECU. Thus
it would be expected that all
messages transmitted by an ECU
to have the same electrical
characteristics. For example, a
Can message comprising of the
voltages of Can High and Can
Low (Can_H and Can_L) should
show something unique for each
ECU due to the physical makeup
of the Can bus, for example node
position and distance on the bus.
Fig. 1 shows different fields that
make-up a Can frame. Due to the
contention-based access method
of Can, the arbitration field (Can
ID) should not be considered for
May 2018, Page 14
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the ECU it comes from, is to
consider the Can_H and Can_L
voltage values to associate
messages to ECUs.The method is
to analyse the voltages of Can_H
versus Can_L. To do this:

Fig. 1: Construction of Can frame
the electrical signature, as several
ECUs may be communicating
within this field and therefore
influencing the electrical signal.
Once the arbitration process is
completed, there is just one ECU
producing the data field. This is
where a unique electrical
signature for this ECU can be
seen. To obtain a unique signature
for a Can message that represents
its transmitting ECU, the
measurements should be taken
from this part of the Can frame,
which is when only one ECU is
generating the Can data.
To illustrate the unique electrical
characteristics of each ECU in a
vehicle, Figs. 2 and 3 show the
slight differences in the Can_H
and Can_L voltages for two
different ECUs from a modern
passenger car. These are referred
to as ECU A and ECU B. It can be
seen that the Can_H and Can_L
voltage levels are different for the
messages of these two ECUs.
Generating signature
The methodology considered in
gathering an electrical signature
for each Can message, to ascertain
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• Log one example of each Can
message oscilloscope trace
• Isolate the data field only
• Split data field bits into
dominant (logic 0) and recessive
(logic 1)
• Calculate modal average value
of Can_H and Can_L voltage
levels for dominant bits only

The data are now ready for cluster
plots.
Example
Fig. 4 shows the display on an
oscilloscope. Here, Can frames
are logged on the top half of the
display. One of the Can frames is
selected (highlighted), and the
physical signalling of that frame is
shown on the lower half. Note that
from this, the voltage levels of the
dominant bits in the data field
(Can_H, Can_L) can be gathered.
These waveforms can be
exported as an Excel file to show
readings of the Can frame at a
sample point. An example of the
data exported is shown in Fig. 5.
The information given in the
Excel file is:
• Frame ID (hexadecimal)
• DLC
• Data (bytes in hexadecimal)
• Error frame (true or false); false
if a good Can frame
• Samples per second
• Exported on (date)
• Time of sample for that frame,
starts at zero
• Can_H and Can_L voltages
• Region name (region of the
frame the data showing are in)
• Additional region, shows where
bit stuffing occurs.

Fig. 2: ECU A electrical characteristics

Once this information is exported
to Excel, cluster points can be
calculated by taking the modal
average of Can_H and Can_L
voltages from data field
(dominant bits only).
Analysis and clustering
The data are analysed by
recording the level of Can_H and
Can_L dominant bit voltage levels
within the data field and coming

Fig. 3: ECU B electrical characteristics
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Fig. 4: Highlighting a Can frame within a display
up with a single modal average
measure for both Can_H and
Can_L. These can then be put
onto a cluster plot so the
clustering of Can messages from a
particular ECU can be observed.
The case study below illustrates
the data collection methods and
process used in plotting the Can
ID clusters from the Excel modal
average values. This allows a
researcher or engineer to ascertain
from which ECUs the real-time
Can messages originate.
Case study
The basis for this method is that
each ECU on the Can bus will
exhibit its own unique electronic
characteristics, which are
influenced by aspects such as
electrical components and
tolerances, Can transceiver,
connector characteristics, and
location in the Can bus. This can
be used to match unknown Can
frames with known Can frames.
In the automotive industry, the
real-time control Can messages
are proprietary. However, the
identifiers diagnostic messages
used for manufacturing and
service garages are standardised

in specifications such as ISO
15765 and/or across an
automotive manufacturer.
Many vehicles using standard
Can identifiers make a diagnostic
request to the engine controller
using Can identifier 0x7E0 and
the engine controller will respond
on Can identifier 0x7E8.
Therefore, the summary of the
method is described by: send
diagnostic requests; get signatures
of all responses and real-time
messages; and analyse and plot
the data on a cluster diagram.
Diagnostic requests
An oscilloscope is used to receive
the diagnostic response message
for analysis of the physical
signature. This will see the sent
transmitter (0x7E0) and read the
response to this message of ID
0x7E8; 0x7E8 can then be
analysed through an analogue
network analyser.
More information about the
diagnostic request can be found in
ISO 15765-4: 2016. The basic
information needed is that
diagnostic requests have the
hexadecimal Can IDs from 0x700
to 0x7FF. The standard emission
May 2018, Page 16
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Fig: 5: Example Excel data exported for an extended Can frame
diagnostic request message is
known to be ID 0x7E0 and the
expected response from the
engine control module (ECM) is
ID 0x7E8. From ISO 15765-4, it
also known that the transmission
control module (TCM) diagnostic
request ID is 7E1, and the
response message is 7E9.
Many ECUs are manufacturer
specific, but most can be
ascertained using an OBD tool for
a particular model. For example,
in many models, the ABS ECU is
known to have a request of 7E2
and a response of 7EA.
A diagnostic response’s ID will
increase in value by 8 and give the
response:
Request ID = 0x7E0 Response
ID = 0x7E8 8 = 7E8 – 7E0

the electrical signatures of Can
IDs 728, 7E8 738 and 768 were
ascertained. From the
manufacturer’s specification, it is
possible to establish the functions
of these ECUs.

Data capture
The clusters will show which
messages are associated with the
same ECU. Two candidate
vehicles – Candidates 1 and 2 –
were electrically good Can buses,
that is good earthing and less
noise. The methodology used was
to plot the modal Can-H and CanL values from the data segment of
the Can frame to produce the
clusters. This modal value would

be taken from the region of the
data field for dominant bits only.
In the first candidate vehicle, the
diagnostic request messages were
sent with the response results that
plot the electrical signature shown
in Fig. 7.
Here the cluster points were
plotted using Can_H versus
Can_L. From the specification of
this vehicle, the resulting
diagnostic response messages are
interpreted as follows:
• 728 – Instrument cluster
• 7E8 – Engine ECU
• 738 – Steering ECU
• 768 – Brake control ECU

After the diagnostic response
signature is established, the realtime Can control messages were
collected and electrical signature
plotted, as shown in Fig. 7.
Here, the general electrical
signatures of the real-time Can
messages closely match up with
the diagnostic response messages.
Therefore, it can be ascertained
that the messages come from the

An example of a 0x7E0 diagnostic
request Can frame is:
ID = 0x7E0 DLC = 8
Data = 02 10 01 00 00 00 00 00

Thus, a response can be expected
from the emissions (engine) ECU
on Can ID 7E8. If there is no
response to other requests, it
means this diagnostic function is
not supported in this vehicle.
The chart in Fig. 6 shows the
diagnostic response messages in
the first candidate car. From this,
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Fig. 6: Cluster plot of diagnostic response Can messages for
candidate 1 – Can_H modal voltage versus Can_L modal voltage
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Fig. 7: Cluster plot of the real-time Can messages for vehicle
candidate 1 – Can_H modal voltage versus Can_L modal voltage

following ECUs:

• Instrument ECU – Can IDs 190,
275 430, 433, 460
• Engine ECU - Can IDs 200, 201,
205, 231, 268, 280, 420, 428, 4F0,
4F1, 4F3
• EHPAS ECU – 240
• Brake control module ECU –
20F, 211, 212, 4B0

This information will allow
reverse engineering methods to
help ascertain the functions of
these Can messages. It is possible
to isolate these messages and
perform various investigation
methods to determine the
functions of the individual signals
within these messages.
Candidate 2
To verify the validity of this
method further, a similar method
was performed on a second
candidate vehicle for which the
Can specification was available.
The result is illustrated in Fig.
8 showing the electrical
signatures of the real-time Can
Vehicle Electronics

data of this vehicle.
Here it can be observed that the
messages come from the
following ECUs:

• Braking ECU – Can IDs 091,
1AA, 1A4, 1B0, 1D0,1EA, 255
• Instrument ECU – Can IDs 156,
18E, 1A6, 21E, 221, 294, 295,
309, 372, 374, 377, 378, 386, 405,
428, 42D 510
• Engine ECU – Can IDs 13C,
158, 17C, 1DC, 1ED, 320, 324,
328, 376,3D7, 40C, 454, 465
• Airbag ECU – Can IDs 039,
305, 401

Conclusion
This method can be used to
support hypotheses when reverse
engineering. Many times when
reverse engineering engineers
want to isolate Can messages
from a particular ECU. This
method of plotting electrical
signatures by noting the modal
average of Can_H versus Can_L
levels for each message data
field has shown it is a very good
assistant in accomplishing this.
The approach is not limited to
Can bus technology. Can-FD is
the obvious next bus to consider.
However, electrical signatures
could be obtained for many other
bus and network technologies for
example Flexray, which uses a
differential signalling approach.
It may be possible to characterise
the signals on a Lin bus.
However, a slightly revised
approach would need to be
adopted for deriving an electrical
signature since it does not use
differential signalling.
Chris Quigley is director,
David Charles electronic
technician, and Richard
McLaughlin sales and
marketing director at Warwick
Control Technologies

Fig. 8: Cluster plot of the real-time Can messages for vehicle
candidate 2 – Can_H modal voltage versus Can_L modal voltage
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SOUND PLATFORM
A round-up of the Harman
infotainment systems on display
at the Geneva Motor Show

Alfa Romeo showed its Stelvio and Giulia models with a 14-speaker sound system
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his year’s Geneva Motor
Show saw Samsung
subsidiary Harman present
audio and infotainment
technologies for some of the
world’s top car makers. These
included the latest audio systems
from Bang & Olufsen, B&O Play,
Bowers & Wilkins, Harman
Kardon and JBL.
Many of these were based on
the company’s Audioworx
software platform and brought in
personalised and cloud-connected
preferences.
Audi
Launching this year, the latest
Audi A6 melds dynamic design
and immersive sound in the same
package. Harmoniously integrated
within its cabin, the Bang &
Olufsen 3D advanced and
premium sound systems deliver
enveloping 3D sound for all
seating positions in the vehicle.
The system features Symphoria

rendering technology for 3D
surround sound reproduction
developed by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Integrated Circuits,
which works side by side with
Harman subsidiary Bang &
Olufsen’s multichannel matrix
processing and Audi in a
collaboration to provide the best
of three worlds.
Acoustic lenses placed on the
dashboard provide a rich
soundstage that envelops all
vehicle occupants, while
improved tweeter drivers lower
distortion and enlarged woofers
offer greater bass capability.
Bentley
The new Bentley Continental GT
has a tailor-made Bang & Olufsen
sound system with specially
manufactured aluminium
elements and illuminated speaker
grills. The BeoSonic one touch
experience in the car sets the right
mood for meaningful moments

Bentley Continental GT has a tailor-made Bang & Olufsen system
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behind the wheel.
Four distinct sound spaces –
bright, energetic, warm and
relaxed – are a touch away.
Surround intensity can be adjusted
as well through a pinching
gesture, directly within the
BeoSonic space. Additional
settings can optimise the whole
system for front or rear seats only,
or for all seats.
Lamborghini
The Lamborghini Urus scheduled
for release in spring 2018 is
equipped with a custom-designed
Bang & Olufsen sound system.
Produced through collaboration
between Lamborghini, Fraunhofer
IIS and Harman, the system
creates an immersive, natural 3D
sound experience, combining
Symphoria with Bang &
Olufsen’s multichannel matrix
processing and Lamborghini’s
sportiveness and power.
Regardless of their seat,
passengers are treated to a natural,
clear reproduction independent of
source and music genre, creating
the impression of a threedimensional sound stage that
increases perception of the height,
depth and size of sound sources.
The system also uses vehicle
noise compensation (VNC)
technology to enhance the audio
performance of this dynamic
Super SUV.
The Danish-designed door
speaker grills in solid aluminium,
with sparkling edges and refined
glossy chamfers, are tailor-made
to fit the dynamic interior of the
Urus. The silk matt surface is
perforated with a characteristic Yshaped hole pattern and each hole
is scaled and positioned to pick up
the lines of the door.
Vehicle Electronics

Harman and Rinspeed presented their Snap concept car
Ford
The rollout of B&O Play premium
audio within the global Ford lineup continues with the introduction
of the Ford Edge offering the
elevated, transformative and
powerful sound of B&O Play.
Launching for the first time with
this on board, Ford’s largest SUV
in Europe is receiving a facelift
and a new ST-line variant
introducing a 238 PS 2.0-litre biturbo Ecoblue diesel engine,
eight-speed automatic
transmission and a set of driver
assistance technologies.
The finely tuned sound system
Vehicle Electronics

is set to achieve an enveloping
sound impression in every seat
regardless of how rough the road
conditions.
Alfa Romeo
In 2015, the first Alfa Romeo
vehicle with a Harman Kardon
Premium Sound System hit the
road.
At Geneva, the Italian brand
showed its latest Stelvio and
Giulia models offering an allencompassing 360˚ music
experience through a 14-speaker
sound system with Logic7
surround sound technology.

BMW
At Geneva, the BMW Group
featured three vehicles that are
complemented by the sound of
Harman Kardon and Bowers &
Wilkins.
Harman Kardon automotive
audio is said to turn driving into a
captivating on-the-road listening
experience. With distinguished
design touches, the audio system
mirrors the elegant interior of the
BMW cars. Debuting at Geneva
with Kardon premium audio was
the all new BMW X2, BMW X4,
and i8 and i8 Roadster electric
vehicles.
May 2018, Page 22
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Audioworx is a software suite and open audio framework that
enables rapid development of personalised in-vehicle user
experiences
Co-engineered by Harman’s
acoustic team, the Bowers &
Wilkins Diamond surround sound
system will be featured in BMW
5, 6 and 7 series sedan models.
A selection of Harman’s
infotainment systems and
technologies were also presented
in the BMW models on display in
Geneva. The BMW Professional
multimedia navigation system is
seamlessly integrated into the
BMW X4, the i8/i8 Roadster, and
the 5, 6 and 7 series, with features
that include iDrive, a USB
interface, voice control and a
built-in 22.5cm colour display.
The BMW X2 is equipped with
the BMW Navigation Plus
system, which includes such
features as head-up display, builtin 22.5cm colour screen, RDS
double tuner, USB and Bluetooth
connectivity. Both the BMW
Professional multimedia
navigation and the Navigation
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Plus also have services that
provide drivers with connected
comfort and convenience.
Kia
Kia drivers can look forward to
captivating sound experiences
brought to them by Harman
Kardon and JBL. The Kardon
audio system matches Kia’s
Grand Turismo fastback sedan,
Stinger, that combines driving
pleasure with premium traveling
comfort, enhanced by Harman’s
Clari-Fi music restoration
technology and Quantum Logic
surround technology.
When the Kia Ceed model rolls
out to customers across Europe,
various versions will feature the
eight-speaker JBL Premium
Sound System.
Maserati
Harman and Maserati’s on-going
sound partnership has led to

Kardon audio being available in
all models, including the 2018
GranCabrio MC on display at
Geneva. Drivers of the Maserati
Levante and Ghibli models can
opt in for Kardon sound, while
equipped as a standard on the
Quattroporte, GranTurismo and
GranCabrio. A range of sounds
are released from up to 14
strategically positioned and finely
tuned speakers.
On display in Geneva, the
Ghibli SQ4 GranSport Nerissimo
and GranLusso, the Levante S
GranSport Nerissimo, the
Quattroporte SQ4 GranLusso, and
the Quattroporte GTS GranSport
Nerissimo all featured Bower &
Wilkins car audio systems that use
advanced materials and hifi
technologies for a pristine,
detailed sound in every seat.
Mercedes
The Mercedes A class showcased
the MBUX (Mercedes Benz User
Experience). Harman has worked
closely with Mercedes to deliver a
system that takes the user
experience to a new level thanks
to technologies such as artificial
intelligence and augmented
reality, in addition to voice control
with natural language processing
and over-the-air system updates
that allow drivers to stay
connected without having to visit
the dealership.
Rinspeed
Harman and Rinspeed presented
their Snap concept car as a
European premier at Geneva. The
Snap illustrates the concept of
providing a seamless and rich user
experience for full level-five
autonomous driving to be used as
early as 2025. The concept car
Vehicle Electronics

comes without a steering wheel
and provides occupants of the
vehicle with their own
personalised passenger economy
and experience.
Audioworx
Also being demonstrated was
Harman’s Audioworx, a software
suite and open audio framework
that enables rapid development of
personalised in-vehicle user
experiences. Built on the
company’s expertise in user
experience design, acoustics and
signal processing, Audioworx is
said to harness the creative power
of a community of developers.
This is the backbone of the
company’s personalised in-vehicle
audio and entertainment
experiences, many available in
vehicles from entry-level to
luxury and including technologies
such as individual sound zones,

virtual venues, Clari-Fi music
restoration technology and
Quantum Logic immersion
surround sound.
“We live in an increasingly
digitised world where devices,
homes, infrastructure and cars are
more and more connected,” said
Michael Mauser, president for
lifestyle audio at Harman. “In the
automotive industry, software is
continuously gaining share in the
value proposition of cars, steadily
replacing hardware.
“As digital features, seamless
updates and personalisation are
becoming more important
differentiators for vehicles than
even horsepower, we are excited
to bring Harman Audioworx to
OEMs, audio engineers and
enthusiasts alike, enabling them to
push the boundaries of what’s
possible in vehicles today and
tomorrow.”

Summit
Harman demonstrated
configurable entertainment and
Summit, two experience-centric
lifestyle automotive technologies
offering personalised audio and
entertainment for passengers.
Developed on the Audioworx
software platform, these deliver
intelligently tailored experiences,
ushering in personalisation and
cloud-connected preference
settings that can follow a user to
any vehicle.
“More OEMs and consumers
choose Harman than any other
branded audio option on the
market,” said Mauser. “Building
on this, we are driving innovation
in user experience through fully
personalised audio and
entertainment experiences, for
today and for the autonomous and
shared mobility vehicles of the
future.”

Configurable entertainment and Summit technologies are designed for personalised connectivity
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Dome sweet dome

How Continental protects
components and production
against hacker attacks
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he trend towards
digitalisation, connectivity
and automated driving
means cars are becoming part of
the IoT. At the same time,
however, today’s cars are already
potential targets for hacker
attacks, which is why the security
of data and safety-relevant
components is a burning issue
throughout the automotive
industry.
The aim is to protect vehicles
against hacker attacks. Of
particular importance, for
example, is the protection of
safety-critical components such as
the brake system. After all, to
achieve the vision of accident-free
driving, cars and the infrastructure
have to communicate with each
other through, for example, digital
connectivity.
This, however, potentially opens
doors for hackers, meaning digital
systems must not only be
functionally reliable but also
resistant to external attacks.
This is why Continental is using
cyber-security technology to
ensure protection against possible
hacker attacks on both safetyrelevant vehicle components and
in production plants.
“Our experts are working to
bring security to the next level
and safeguard our systems against
hacker attacks,” said Felix
Bietenbeck, head of vehicle
dynamics at Continental. “This
depends on the production
security in our plants, which we
are also working on. The first
production lines have already
been equipped to integrate cyber
security functions into the
products. Security affects every
single vehicle component, which
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includes cloud and backend
security.
These offerings have been
augmented with the multiple endto-end systems provided by Israeli
start-up Argus Cyber Security, the
automotive cyber security
company acquired by Continental
last autumn and which has
become part of the Elektrobit
subsidiary.

With the MK C1, the brake actuation feature, the brake booster
and the control systems are combined into one module
is why not only communication
interfaces need to be protected but
also – and especially – safety
components such as brakes
systems need to be too.”
For example, cryptographic
processes for a safety-relevant
system have been implemented
for the first time in the latest brake
system, the MK C1. With the MK
C1, the brake actuation feature,
the brake booster and the control
systems (ABS and ESC) are
combined into a compact, weightsaving braking module. This
makes it more dynamic, lighter
and more compact than
conventional brake systems and
has been developed for vehicles
with adas as well as recuperation
and automated driving capability.
As the level of connectivity and

the number of in-vehicle
interfaces grows, so does the risk
of hacker attacks. Hackers are
motivated by all sorts of reasons,
such as data theft, financial
interests and reputation. In
response, Continental is
strengthening possible points of
attack and implementing cyber
security on multiple levels and
layers.
On the first level, the individual
electronic system components are
protected; on the second level,
communications between the invehicle systems are protected; on
the third level, all the vehicle’s
external interfaces are protected;
and on the fourth level, data
processing outside the vehicle is
protected against theft and
manipulation. This level also
Vehicle Electronics

Individual key
All future products from
Continental – including the MK
C1 – will contain cryptographic
functions that can be used to
introduce security keys. These
keys are generated individually
for each product, which ensures
increased security because even if
one car is hacked, a second one is
still protected.
“The keys can be used for
various operations and cannot be
read externally, just like the pin
for your smartphone,” said Dennis
Kutschke, cyber-security
programme manager at
Continental.
When it comes to cyber security,
Continental also learns from the
experiences and technologies in
other industries. However, cyber
security is relevant to vehicle
systems not only when they are
integrated but also during the
loading of software and digital
keys, which is why a production
security concept valid for all
locations is being introduced
worldwide.
The concept is based on a risk
analysis conducted to identify
weaknesses. Automotive
manufacturers, too, benefit from
being able to transfer their own
keys to the system via the secure
Continental network.
Vehicle Electronics

Being quicker
Cyber security is an asymmetric
challenge. While Continental has
to keep its eyes on dozens of
systems, all hackers need to do is
identify a single weakness.
“It’s like a never-ending race
between the people who want to
protect the systems and those that
want to hack into them,” said
Kutschke. “This is why it is so
important to act as quickly as
possible whenever any weakness
is identified.”
For this reason, Continental has
introduced an incident response
management system, which is an
additional layer of security that
responds immediately if there

really is an attack. This was
developed with the expertise of
Argus Cyber Security.
Together with Elektrobit, which
specialises in embedded and
connected software, the security
company has already unveiled an
all-in-one system for over-the-air
software updates.
This will ensure that millions of
cars can instantly be upgraded to
the latest security level without
having to visit the vehicle repair
shop, an important requirement
for a future without road deaths,
injuries or accidents. Continental
is also using this knowhow to
support OEMs in all matters
relating to cyber security.

Felix
Bietenbeck:
“Security
affects every
single vehicle
component.”
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Steve Rogerson reports from last month’s Smart to Future Cities conference in London
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utonomous vehicles can
either reverse or improve
urban mobility, according
to Lukas Neckermann, managing
director of Neckermann Strategic
Advisors, speaking at last month’s
Smart to Future Cities conference
in London.
“They might enhance everything
we love about cities,” he said,
“but there are those who say they
will reverse the trend towards
urbanisation. If they make a one
to two hour commute more
pleasurable, people are likely to
use it more and live outside
cities.”
The answer, he said, was that
nobody knows. We don’t even
know which vehicles will be first
to implement this.
“There is a lot we don’t know,
but we have to make choices
today for a sustainable and
liveable future,” he said. “We do
know vehicles will be electrified
sooner or later. The second thing
we know is that we will need best
practice examples from all over
the world. We need to learn from
each other. We don’t live in a
vacuum.

Jaime Ruiz Huescar:
“Autonomous vehicles will be
mainstream.”
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Geoff Snelson:
“One thing we
know is that
everything is
uncertain.”

“And the third thing we know is
that we need the energy and
creativeness of a vibrant start-up
community. This plays a pivotal
role. The fourth thing is that we
need data. We need knowledge
and we need smart strategies
going forward.”
This confusion about the future
was also shared by Geoff Snelson,
director of strategy for Milton
Keynes Council. “One thing we
know is that everything is
uncertain,” he said.
Milton Keynes is probably the
UK’s most famous new town,
having been created in 1967 with
an initial population of 67,000,
which has grown to 270,000 today
and is expected to reach half a
million by 2050.
The city was built on a grid
structure as the assumption was
that most people would drive cars.
“That was an opportunity but is
now a challenge going forward,”
said Snelson.
One strategy to deal with the

growing population is to make the
existing areas more densely
populated. The second is to have a
rail-based transit development.
This could lead to new transit
communities outside the city.
“We will see more electric
vehicles and more employees
travelling on ride sharing,” he
said. “We need to decarbonise
transport. We have a strong
infrastructure for electric vehicle
charging.”
The city has 170 charging posts
in the city centre and 50 rapid
chargers across the city. It is also
building a rapid charging service
station at the M1 motorway
junction.
“We are planning more rapid
chargers in the city centre,” he
said. “We also have induction
charging for our electric bus
service. This has been running
since 2013-14.”
Also installed in the city are
nearly 2000 parking sensors; there
are 13,000 spaces. And 445
Vehicle Electronics

junction sensors cover all the
city’s road network.
“The sensors analyse and
transmit data several times a
minute,” said Snelson. “This can
help people decide when best to
travel.”
Milton Keynes is working with
Coventry on the UK Autodrive
autonomous vehicle project.
“We are testing both connected
cars and driverless car
technology,” he said. “We are
planning real journeys through the
city for autonomous vehicles. We
are developing pods for
autonomous transport.”
The city has been testing three
pods, but a fleet of 40 pods in
being produced and they will be
out on the streets in July.
“For the future, there will be
larger vehicles for travelling
longer distances,” he said.
Also tackling the growth in
electric vehicles and the promise

Lukas
Neckermann:
“There is a
lot we don’t
know.”

of autonomous vehicles is the city
of Murcia in Spain, where they
have an app to help drivers find
parking spaces.
“There is no doubt that
autonomous vehicles will be
mainstream in the coming years,”
said Jaime Ruiz Huescar, the
city’s e-mobility manager. “We
will see electric autonomous

Pam Turton: “We want to move people from
private cars to public transport.”
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vehicles for public transport.”
Meanwhile, the city has bought
electric scooters for its civil
servants to use.
Portsmouth in the UK has
started testing V2X systems but is
struggling to deal with the wide
variety of traffic signal equipment
within the city. Pieces of
equipment are of varying ages and
technical capability.
“We want to move people from
private cars to public transport,”
said Pam Turton, assistant director
at Portsmouth City Council. “We
have Bluetooth sensors and we are
using V2X technology. But there
are problems on interoperability
and standards. In testing V2X, we
are keen to find a solution which
will both integrate with all of our
existing traffic signals and is
likely to be universally adopted by
vehicle manufacturers. It is very
difficult to find pieces of
technology that will work with the
patchwork quilt of technology we
have in the city.”
She added that the city also had
a chicken-and-egg situation when
it came to V2X technology: “Do
we put in the street infrastructure
first or the in-vehicle
infrastructure?”
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Satnav chipset tracks
multiple satellites

Targeting safer autonomous driving, ST
Microelectronics
has
introduced a multi-frequency satellite-navigation receiver chipset for
safety-critical automotive
use and high accuracy positioning at the decimetre
and centimetre level for
PPP and RTK applications.
With increasing use of
autonomous systems such
as lane-departure warning, adaptive cruise control, valet parking and
auto-pilot, more accuracy

is needed to ensure safety
and reliability, in combination with proximity
sensors such as cameras,
radar and lidar. Fully selfdriving vehicles will also
demand high-accuracy
positioning.
By tracking satellites of
all GNSS constellations
simultaneously on at least
two of the frequencies
used by each system, the
Teseo APP (automotive
precise positioning) receiver provides raw
GNSS data for PPP and
RTK algorithms, which

allows accurate positioning and rapid convergence time worldwide.
The receiver monitors
the integrity of the satellite data to alert the system if accuracy is
degraded for any reason.
This lets tier-ones certify
safety-critical systems in
accordance with ISO
26262 up to the highest
Asil.
Teseo APP also integrates a secure microcontroller for secure system
boot and data-output authentication.

Mems oscillators boost reliability

Multilayer
inductor

A multilayer inductor for
automotive power circuits
is based on a ferrite core
in an IEC 2012 (EIA
0805) package with a
footprint of 2.0 by
1.25mm and an insertion
height of 0.5mm.
The TDK MLD2012
power inductor, which is
qualified to AEC-Q200,
has an inductance of
repetitive ESD strikes lines, engine control 0.47µH and a rated curabove the maximum level modules,
anti-lock rent of 1200mA. Thanks
specified in industry stan- brakes, air bag and other to its electrical performdards without perform- safety circuits, ECU, ance and operating temance degradation and can body control units, adas perature of -40 to
safely withstand 3A control units, and power +125˚C, the component is
surges at a low clamping train control units.
suitable for automotive
voltage.
They are also suitable applications, especially in
Littelfuse uses the for factory automation adas, where it can help
PPAP production part ap- and lightning control enable smaller cameras,
proval process to confirm (Dali) applications.
for example.
that the device’s supplier
ESD (21kV) and surge
The inductor is also
understands the design (3A) protection is in suitable for in-vehicle inspecifications and has a excess of industry stan- fotainment and telematics
process capable of pro- dards. Dynamic resist- as well as in various autoducing product to meet ance is 0.5Ω RDYN. motive ECUs and modthese requirements, dur- Capacitance is 11.5pF ules. Mass production has
ing an actual production typical to help preserve started.
run, at the quoted produc- signal integrity and reLike
the
existing
duce data loss.
tion rate.
MLD2016 power inducThe arrays come in sur- tors, it has a multilayer
Automotive applications include protecting face-mount sot23-3 pack- structure to reduce leakdrive-by-wire (Can bus) aging in tape and reel.
age flux.

Automotive grade microelectro-mechanical systems (mems) oscillators
from Microchip are said
to provide 20 times better
reliability, 500 times better tolerance to shock and
five times better vibration
resistance than quartzbased crystal devices.
The DSA family also
includes a multiple-output mems oscillator that
can replace multiple crystals or oscillators with
one device.
Timing with tight frequency stability over a
wide temperature range is
critical for applications

such as adas, lidar, in-vehicle Ethernet and autonomous driving.
The
DSA1001,
DSA11x1, DSA11x5 and
DSA2311 offer tolerance
to mechanical shock, jarring and stability in harsh
environments over a
frequency of 2.3 to
170MHz. The devices are
AEC-Q100 qualified with
±20ppm stability from
-40 to +125˚C.
The
dual
output
DSA2311 can replace
two crystals or oscillators
on a board. It comes in a
six-pin 2.5 by 2.0mm
package for applications

Diode arrays protect Can lines

A EC- Q1 0 1 -q u alified
TVS diode arrays from
Littelfuse are optimised
to protect automotive Can
lines from damage due to
electrostatic discharges
(ESDs), electrical fast
transients and other overvoltage transients.
The AQ24CANFD series arrays can absorb
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that require a complex
board with multiple controllers, such as infotainment systems and camera
modules.
The DSA1001 is available in a four-pin 2.5 by

2.0mm package and the
DSA11x1/x5 in three sixpin variants, starting with
a 2.5 by 2.0mm package.
The family is available
now for sampling and in
volume production.

Choking steering noise

Step-down converters

Designers looking to create small, efficient 40V
load dump-tolerant applications can use the pincompatible Max 20075
and 20076 step-down
converters from Maxim.
The step-down converters’ quiescent current is
3.5µA in low power operating mode. The converters enable low noise
operation via pin-controlled spread spectrum
Vehicle Electronics

and fixed 2.1MHz operation to meet Cispr 25
class five EMI compliance. They support the increasing need for more
processing power in adas
applications.
They come with a low
minimum on-time mode
operation, which allows
the converters to support
large input-to-output conversion ratios. The devices meet AEC-Q100.

Common mode chokes
from TT Electronics are
suitable for automotive
electronic power steering
(EPS) noise suppression
applications. The HA19
devices have AECQ-200
certification.
Every EPS system requires proper EMI control
with a common mode
choke and/or a differential mode choke serving
this function. With the
growing shift to EVs and
PHEVs, and the accelerated incorporation of
electronic components in
automobiles, noise suppression has become increasingly important to
ensure EMI compliance.
These chokes are com-

prised of three parts with
standard inductance values from 11 to 75µH,
which is suitable for reducing line-conducted inference in the circuitry.
The devices can handle
current from 26.5 to 44A
in a rugged construction.
Their -40 to +125˚C operating
temperature
makes them suitable for
high stress automotive
environments. They are
lead-free and comply
with EU 2011/65/EU
(RoHS2) requirements.
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Magnetic sensors
meet ISO 26262

Two monolithic magnetic
sensors from Melexis
provide robust absolute
position sensing for automotive applications including
powertrain
actuators, pedals and gear
shifters.
The MLX90371 and
MLX90372 consist of a
Triaxis Hall magnetic
front end, analogue-todigital signal conditioner,
DSP for signal processing
and output stage driver.
Due to the integrated
magneto concentrator,
they are sensitive to magnetic flux in three planes.

This facilitates the decoding of the absolute rotary
or linear position of any
moving magnet, enabling
the design of non-contact
position sensors. The
MLX90371 provides analogue or PWM outputs
while the MLX90372 has
Sent or PWM outputs.
By measuring a magnetic field gradient, the
devices are intrinsically
insensitive to stray fields
up to 4kA/m or 5mT,
which are the levels required by many major automotive manufacturers.
Their ability to operate

with a reduced magnetic
field means smaller and
lower-cost magnets can
be used.
The MLX90372 includes an additional input
pin that makes it possible
to integrate other sensors
such as temperature, pressure or switch inputs, allowing for the additional
signal to be transmitted
over the Sent output, reducing wire harness size
and complexity.
The ISO 26262 AsilC capability of the
MLX90372 and Asil-B
capability
of
the

Module lets data acquisition
instrument monitor Can-FD

MLX90371 makes them
suitable for safety-critical
automotive applications.
They are available in
several versions for rotary
and linear motion sensing
and are a drop-in replacement for the MLX90364,
MLX90365, MLX90366
and MLX90367. A PCBless dual mould package
is available for integration directly into an assembly.

Controller tackles 18 bus interfaces

A communications controller from Göpel Electronic supports up to 18
bus interfaces.
The Series 62 multibus
controllers can provide up
to 18 independent bus interfaces for Can, Can-FD,
Flexray, Automotive Ethernet and Lin. This results
in numerous configurations and applications for
adaptation to the UUT
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(unit under test) or the
test task.
They are suitable for
use in rest-bus simulations as well as test and
flash programming of
complex ECUs. Additional digital and analogue IO channels as well
as Sent Tx and Rx interfaces expand the application possibilities.
The heart of the devices

is a Xilinx MPSoC. This
offers the possibility of
executing user programmes directly on the
hardware under a realtime operating system,
keeping latencies low.
Transport and diagnostic protocols, network
management, XCP and
SecOC are available as
on-board functionality
and can be used via appropriate API functions.
This makes a compact yet
powerful multibus controller for ECU development and test with
applications at development sites, in test stands

and run-in systems.
The controller is available as a stand-alone box
in various performance
classes as well as PCIe
and PXIe cards. The
channel configuration is
individual and flexible,
and can be expanded if
required.
The box also has a slot
for industrial bus modules.
On the software side,
Net2Run serves as a tool
for configuring rest-bus
simulations. The integration into user applications
is executed by the G-API
for Windows and Linux.
Vehicle Electronics

A Can-FD monitoring
module for Yokogawa’s
Scopecorder family of
portable data-acquisition
and recording instruments
provides support for
higher-speed testing to
meet future automotive
requirements.
The 720242 plug-in
module is compatible
with the DL850VE (vehicle edition) instrument
and
the
DL350
Scopecorder fitted with
the VE option.
Using a Scopecorder
with bus monitor modules to decode data from
automotive serial buses
such as Can lets engineers
display information such
as engine temperature,
vehicle speed and brake

pedal position as trend
waveforms and compare
these with the analogue
data coming from the actual sensors. This enables
automotive engineers to
gain an insight into the
dynamic behaviour of the
complete electromechanical system.
Can-FD lets data rates
higher than 1Mbit/s be
transmitted on a Can bus
and is thus able to deliver
the higher bandwidths required by the automotive
industry for in-vehicle
networks. The company
already supports Can-FD
triggering and decoding
in its range of DLM
mixed signal oscilloscopes for physical layer
bus development.

Some automotive manufacturers in the USA,
Europe and Asia are planning to implement CanFD as early as model year
2018 with a wider adoption expected in 2020.
This means engineers are
free to consider Can-FD
to meet the needs for
higher data rates in auto-

motive buses especially
with regard to electric and
hybrid vehicles where
new powertrain concepts
demand a much higher
bit-rate and utilisation.
The module is also
compatible with classical
Can and will replace the
existing 720240 Can-only
model.

Mosfets meet AEC-Q101 in 5 by 6mm package
Two mosfets housed in
the 5 by 6mm low-resistance SOP Advance (WF)
package will be introduced by Toshiba at next
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month’s PCIM Europe in
Nuremberg.
As additions to the automotive 40V n-channel
power mosfet series, the

TPHR7904PB
and
TPH1R104PB are AECQ101 qualified and are
for a variety of automotive applications including
electric
power
steering, load switches,
electric pumps and fans.
Fabricated using the
ninth-generation trench
U-Mos IX-H process, the
mosfets provide on-resistance down to a maximum of 0.79mΩ at a
VGS of 10V, reducing
conduction losses. The

devices are specified with
a drain-source voltage
(VDSS) of 40V and can
handle drain currents (ID)
up to 150A DC.
The design also lowers
switching noise, helping
to reduce electromagnetic
interference.
The package has a wettable flank terminal structure, enabling automated
visual inspection of solder joints on PCBs, a requirement for automotive
quality compliance.
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AC and DC current sensors
suit safety-critical uses

ESD rated capacitors

Kemet has expanded its
electrostatic discharge
(ESD) rated ceramic capacitor series into a complete portfolio.
Automotive and commercial grades are now
available in EIA 0402,
0603, 0805 and 1206 case
sizes with voltage ratings
of 16 to 250V DC.
These devices provide
miniaturisation and flexibility to optimise ESD
suppression, RF filtering,
blocking, sensing and circuit protection.
The portfolio offers additional case sizes, voltage ranges, capacitance
values and ESD ratings
with more options for a
wider variety of applications.
Design engineers can
choose either X7R or
C0G dielectric for circuits
requiring class II or I sta-

bility and noise performance with the ability to
design to given ESD criteria per the human body
model in AEC-Q200-002.
ESD events may cause
undesirable operation in a
circuit and possible damage due to human contact,
which is a major cause of
electronic equipment failures during circuit assembly or in the field. These
issues are estimated to reduce assembly-line productivity by up to a third.
These capacitors are said
to enhance circuit protection of integrated circuits,
and smaller dimensions
simplify designs while reducing impact on overall
form factor.

Drams work at 125˚C

Samsung has begun mass
producing 10nm 16Gbit
drams for automobiles.
The LPDDR4X is said to
raise significantly the
thermal endurance level.
Moving past its 20nm
automotive grade-two
dram, which can withstand -40 to +105˚C, the
grade-one device raises
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the high-end to +125˚C.
Its data processing
speed is 4266Mbit/s, 14
per cent up on the 8Gbit
dram based on 20nm
technology, and the memory also has 30 per cent
more power efficiency.
Along with a 256Gbyte
eUFS embedded universal flash storage drive announced in February,
Samsung has expanded
its memory with the
10nm dram in 12, 16, 24
and 32Gbit capacities.

Test kit targets Misra
compliance and ISO
26262 qualification
At the core of Parasoft’s
automotive software test
automation offering is
C/C++ Test, unified C
and C++ development
testing.
These help organisations address software
development best practices by providing automated testing tools that
simplify unit testing, code
coverage, traceability and
static code analysis with
built-in support for Misra
and more.
The release focuses on
tool qualification and
compliance with Misra,
and addresses the challenges of increased connectivity caused by rising
IoT and connected car
initiatives.
The tool qualification
process has been streamlined with a qualification
kit that automatically
provides the documentation, templates, tests and
reports needed to pass the
C/C++ Test for use in ISO

26262 software development.
The compliance pack
for Misra automatically
creates reports and provides real-time views of
overall project status,
reducing the burden of
generating supporting
documentation to satisfy
Misra guidelines.
The compliance pack
also brings efficient
workflows to investigate
violations and prioritise
remediation actions, to
ensure that compliance is
baked into the development process.
The C/C++ Test’s seamless integration with the
firm’s SOAtest and Parasoft Virtualize combines
API testing with runtime
application coverage and
simulated virtual test
beds.
These can deliver technology that allows users
to take control of the testing problems in connected platforms.
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Two AC or DC sensor
ICs from Allegro Microsystems
have
a
200kHz bandwidth making them suitable for
motor control, load detection and management,
power supply and DC-toDC converter control, and
inverter control.
The 2.5µs response
time enables overcurrent
fault detection in safetycritical applications. They
can be used in automotive
and industrial applications with an accuracy of
±2.1% over the lifetime
of the IC.
Both work off of a supply of 5V (ACS772) and
3.3V (ACS773).
Each device consists of
a precision, low-offset
linear Hall circuit with a

copper conduction path
near the die. Applied current flowing through this
conduction path generates
a magnetic field that the
Hall IC converts into a
proportional voltage.
Device accuracy is improved by the nearness of
the magnetic signal to the
Hall transducer.
A precise, proportional
output voltage is provided
by the low-offset, chopper-stabilised
bicmos
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Hall IC, which is programmed for accuracy at
the factory. Proprietary
digital temperature compensation technology improves the IC accuracy
and temperature stability.
Immunity to current
conductor dV/dt and stray
electric fields comes from
integrated shield technology for low output voltage ripple and low offset
drift in high-side, highvoltage applications.
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The output increases
when an increasing current flows through the
primary copper conduction path from terminal
four to five, which is the
path used for current sampling. The internal resistance of this conductive
path is 100µΩ typical,
providing low power loss.
The thickness of the copper conductor allows survival of the device at high
overcurrent conditions.
The terminals of the
conductive path are electrically isolated from the
signal leads (pins one to
three). This lets the
ACS772 be used in applications requiring electrical isolation without
using opto-isolators or
other isolation methods.
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